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APPELLANTS' BRIElf1 
NATURE OP THE PROCEEDINGS AND THE JURISDICTION OP THIS COURT 
This appeal by defendants-appellants is from an order of 
the district court granting summary judgment in favor of the 
plaintiffs-respondents on December 21, 1987. The order was 
entered February 19f 1988. (Record, pages 200-201). ("Record" 
hereinafter will be designated by "R"). The appeal was filed in 
the Supreme Court under Utah Code Annotated §78-2-3(3)(i)(1953). 
The Court of Appeals has jurisdiction under the order of pourover 
to the Court of Appeals, dated April 11, 1988. 
Appellants filed their appeal on February 29, 1988. (R 
pages 202-203) seeking a reversal of the trial court's ruling and 
remand that it enter summary judgment in favor of defendants-
appellants. 
ISSUES PRESENTED FOR DECISION ON APPEAL 
The following issues have been preserved for appeal: 
1. Did the trial court err in entering summary 
judgment in favor of the plaintiffs that the exclusion did not 
exclude coverage for the equipment taken by the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation pursuant to a search warrant because such equipment 
was "confiscated" and/or "contraband" within the exclusion 
provided by the policy? 
2. Did the trial court err in not viewing the 
exclusion in its entirety and holding that it was not intended to 
exclude coverage for losses occasioned by governmental action? 
3. Did the trial court err in reading into the 
exclusion a limitation not expressed within the body of the 
policy that it was not applicable when the government took 
property for return to its rightful owner? 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
A. Nature of the Action 
This action involves various claims against the 
defendants-appellants brought by plaintiffs when construction 
equipment possessed by Carlson Construction Company was taken by 
the FBI pursuant to a search warrant. Defendants denied coverage 
on the grounds of an exclusion within the inland marine policy 
under which plaintiffs have claimed for the loss. The trial 
court decided the coverage issue on cross-motions for summary 
judgment. 
B. Course of the Proceedings and Disposition Below 
The trial court (Honorable James Sawaya) denied these 
defendants1 motion for summary judgment that the exclusion 
precluded coverage and found coverage under the policy in a 
memorandum opinion dated December 28, 1987. (R at 199). A copy is 
attached hereto as page App-43 in the Appendix. The actual order 
reflecting this ruling was entered by the court on February 19, 
1988. (R at 200-201). Defendants appeal from that judgment. 
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C. S ta tement of the F a c t s
 (. 
This a c t i o n r " -• .. ~ • u: i i n l a n d marine p o l i c y ^f 
in.suI'd[ico "uction by the defendants-
copy of tr- pol icy - . I he r eco rd a t pages \ A 
copy i s ci t tached h e r e t o as page App-44 n trie Appendix, The 
p o l i c y rein : 986. *«- Ison 
C o n s t r u c t i o n Company had bought t h r e e p i e c e s i iirav. equipment 
nn 'iirinteinhf i )r» 1981 and J u l y IS , I MM,' f ro^ <=»*; f a c t o r The 
Fede ra l Bureau of I n v e s t i g a t i o n had been invt i 
T r a c t o r and determined t h i s p a r t i c u l a r equipment had been s t o l e n 
a l t e r e d . (Depos i t ion of 
Jacobser . pages . ** Car^soi *-he owner of 
Car lson C o n s t r u c t i o n Company, re fused to pa r t v o l u n t a r y . , with 
t equipment a f t e r d 
c o n f i s c a t e . • because *as s to l e r Deposit .r, >; Jacobse R 
i r l son* •* jLvjf i-\es> 
93-94) 
Agent Jacobsen then adv i sed Car l son he would c o n f i s c a t e 
i. me eqti.i pint1 in i i I i i i« fir:, dv i v it in J meii i 11 m KJI s t o 1 eni l ) p p o s I t i on o f 
Carlson, K -MI 4, pa ye 85), Agei it Jacobsen; of the FBI determined 
the equipment was stolen and prepared a search warrant seize 
the equipment and did January 20 J 
Jacobsen, 08, pages 14, 15-18, 93). 
equipment under the policy. Defendants denied coverage under the 
exclusion contained within the policy, which provided: 
„3-
This policy does not insure against: 
. . . Loss or damage caused by or resulting 
from: 
(1) Hostile or warlike action in time of 
peace or war, including action in hindering, 
combatting or defending against an actual, 
impending, or expected attack, (a) by any 
government or sovereign power (de jure or de 
facto), or by any authority maintaining or 
using military, naval or air forces; or (b) by 
military, naval or air forces; or (c) by an 
agent of such government, power, authority or 
forces; 
(2) Any weapon of war employing atomic 
fission or radioactive force whether in time 
of peace or war; 
(3) Insurrection, rebellion, revolution, 
civil war, usurped power, or action taken by 
governmental authority in hindering, combating 
or defending against such an occurrence, 
seizure or destruction under a quarantine or 
customs regulations, confisca- tion by order 
of any government or public authority, or 
risks of contraband or illegal transportation 
or trade* 
This exclusion is contained as Exclusion 7 of the CONTRACTOR'S 
EQUIPMENT ENDORSEMENT BROAD FORM, Form G-3G454-C. (R at 23). 
Plaintiffs then filed suit seeking coverage and for bad faith 
refusal to settle the claim. The parties filed motions for 
summary judgment regarding the coverage issue and the court ruled 
the loss was covered. 
SUMMARY OP ARGUMENTS 
1. The property taken by the FBI was excluded from 
coverage because it was confiscated by the order of a government 
or public authority or comprehended contraband. 
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The trial court erred i n rul ing that there was coverage 
under the policy and that the exclusion was ineffective The 
C O i l S l i. I l l " I . 1 i i l l I i (! II I I HI IK' 111 I W«l. l l i l l M l l i l IJMii ,1 , I i M i n M j | ,< j | . i | | , -I i | I pin i i i i i l 
subsequently so ld through Lehi Tractor > consequence, s t o l e n 
propei i s contraband. Further, the insured would not 
v o l u n t a r i l y p a r t w:i tl:i p o s s e s s m m n l I lie o i u i ^ n l , I U U U i i i n<< I In 
agent of the FBI to secure a search warrant from the United 
S t a t e s Magi s t r a t e i ZP> l-.he properf v in ques t ion , A cu r so ry 
reading of the exc lus ion shows that t h i s taking < : e^ nroperty 
by the FBI was c l e a r l y - o n f i s c a t i o n by order of government 
pu b 1 :i : a i I t ; 1: :ic • i : ::i 1 \ Fi :ii > po s s e s s e s s t« » • 
not claim it ii the face Lghtful owner. By owning such 
pr Dper ty , , i a person runs the risk of contraband r that is, a 
taking by government for proper dispositi I. 
The exclusion in question wals designed to remove 
from the risk of coverage actions resulting from governments , 
public authorities or agencies. 
A cursory reading of the exclusion in its entirety 
demonstrates that :i i Itei I le< 3 111 
provide coverage for the unforseeable a tior; r public 
authorities. The trial court erred in ruling that the taking 
the FBI fell outside the intent and scope of the exclusion. The 
exclusion is broad and does not provide coverage resulting from. 
hosti le •> „"ii I i k m ' v h e l h e r i n I i IIU'J > * i • 
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any action by any military force or any agency or arm of 
government. 
3. The exclusion does not have a limitation that it 
does not apply when the taking by government is for return of the 
property to the rightful owner. 
The trial court erred in reading a limitation into the 
exclusion that it did not apply when the government took property 
which was determined to be stolen because of its stolen nature. 
Neither the exclusion, nor the policy, contains any such 
limitation. Therefore, the court read into the exclusion a 
limitation not found in the formation of the contract of 
insurance or within the written document itself. 
ARGUMENTS 
I 
THE COURT ERRED IN NOT HOLDING THE POLICY 
EXCLUDED COVERAGE FOR THE EQUIPMENT TAKEN BY 
THE FBI PURSUANT TO THE SEARCH WARRANT BECAUSE 
SUCH EQUIPMENT WAS CONFISCATED BY ORDER OF ANY 
GOVERNMENT OR PUBLIC AUTHORITY AND 
COMPREHENDED CONTRABAND. 
A. The construction equipment taken by the FBI was confiscated 
by order of a government or public authority and therefore is 
excluded from coverage. 
Under former Utah Code Annotated §31-19-36(1) and (2) 
(1953), in effect at the time of the issuance of the policy and 
at the time of the "loss", the interpretation of the policy was 
governed by the following rule: 
-6-
(1) Every insurance contract shall be 
construed according to the entirety of n 
terms and conditions as set forth in the 
policy and as amplified, extended or modified 
by any rider, endorsement or application 
attached to and made a part of th6 policy. 
(2) In construing and applying the terms 
any insurance contract the form of which 
together with the form of any rid^r, 
endorsement or application attached thereto 
and to be construed and applied therewith. . • 
all exceptions and limitations as to or upon 
any general provisions therein contained shall 
be given full recognition and weight according 
to the expressed intent of such exceptions and 
limitations. -
Words are given their ordinary meaning and effect. Bergera v. 
Ideal National Life Insurance Company, S29 P.2d 599 "i1 11ah 19 74) . 
"Confiscation" or "to confiscate" in their ordinary 
mei!mi ng ha v • * b sei i fiefined as: 
Confiscate (adj): a. appropriate^ by the 
government to public use; b. deprived of 
property by confiscation. 
Confiscate (vt-i): 1. to seize as forfeited to 
the public treasury; to appropriate, as an 
estate; 2, to cause (a person) tio forfeit 
property to the state; 3. to seize by or as 
if by public authority. 
Webster's New International Dictionary, 2d. f! d 11 i > 11 lit i a IK I I i«i • 11, 
(G&C Merriam Company 1938). 
Confiscate: 1. to seize as forfeited to the 
public domain; appropriate, by way of penalty, 
for public use; 2. to seize by 0r as if by 
authority; appropriate summarily; 3, seized. 
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The Random House Dictionary of the English Language/ Unabridged 
Edition (Random House 1966) . The same meanings are found in 
Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary (G&C Merriam Company 1979); 
Webster's 9th New Collegiate Dictionary/ (Merriam-Webster 1984); 
The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language/ 
(American Heritage Publishing Company/ Inc. and Houghton Miffin 
Company 1975). 
Even the more technical definition of the term comports 
with the common/ everyday meaning. Black's Law Dictionary/ 5th 
Edition (West Publishing 1979)/ defines the term as: 
Act of confiscating. The seizure of private 
property by the government without 
compensation to the owner, often as a 
consequence of conviction for crime/ or 
because possession or the use of the property 
was contrary to law. 
A seizure of property involves some meaningful 
interference with an individual's possessory interest in that 
property. United States v. Jacobseny 466 U.S. 109f 113 (1984). 
Even "impoundment" of a legally parked vehicle is such a taking. 
State v. Reynosp/ 702 P.2d 1222/ 1224 (Wa.App. 1985). 
In the case at barf the FBI is clearly a public 
authority. Pursuant to a search warrant/ it seized and 
confiscated the equipment in question within the ordinary meaning 
of the policy exclusion. The FBI did not provide compensation to 
the plaintiff because it took the equipment as evidence of a 
-8-
crime pursuant to a search warrant authorized and i s sue »>y I .he 
United S t a t e s Magistrate . (Deposit ion ot Jacobsen, 
Deposi t' "" '•' , u " 1 1 1 "' i 1 l s I 1 1 ! M I i1" l * 4~ 
amountec confiscation which i« excluded from coverage. 
B. The stolen equipment constituted "contraband" and was 
excluded from coverage. 
The term "contraband" has historicially meant items which 
we • *»  I I hj») i I I ""»[XH I IM| » i sported and even included escaped < 
slaves during the Civil War ; is countrly. Webster ls New 
International Dictionary, Edition Unabridged (G&C Merriam 
Company 1938). Ther ' u 
Is used more broadly Blackfs Law Dictionary, :.Jxi. -
yj defines contraband as follows: 
Contraband: In general, any property which is 
unlawful to produce or possess. Goods 
exported from or imported into a country 
against its laws. Articles, the importation — 
exportation of which is prohibited by law. 
Smuggled goods. 
Derivative Contraband: Items of property not 
otherwise illegal but subject to forfeiture 
according to the t lse to which th^y are put 
Contraband has a broad meaning "The possesion of stolen 
properl'v i -i illinvH if- \ ?\ l [^ fa] put of eontraoan 
subject to seizure. State v. Griffin, 84 N,T c"^ - I 
•• ' i • 
A.2d 856, 862 (1964) Citations omitted. Emphasis >riginal. 
See also; Estate of Peetros v. County Detectives, 
_9_ 
Sup. 1985) , which distinguishes contraband per se and derivative 
contraband. Contraband per se is property the mere possession of 
which is unlawful whereas derivative contraband is property which 
is innocent in itself but which has been used in the perpetration 
of an unlawful act. Id. at 8. Citations omitted. Even if the 
property is not illegal on its face and is capable of being 
employed for legal purposes, the fact that such property was 
employed for illegal purposes is enough to make it contraband. 
Lipscomb v. Stewart, 436 P.Supp 863, 866 (S.D. Ala. 1977). An 
article may acquire the status of contraband depending upon the 
circumstances under which it is received, possessed or 
transferred. Onited States v. Bowdach, 414 P.Supp. 1346, 1353 
(S.D. Pla. 1976). 
In the case at bar, the stolen equipment was contraband 
since it was evidence of a crime evidencing the items stolen and 
showing altered identification numbers. Although Carlson 
Construction Company may have possessed it innocently, its mere 
possession was wrongful and was subject to taking by the 
governmental authorities. In fact, Agent Jacobsen would have 
been remiss in his duties had he not taken the property for 
proper disposition. Therefore, its loss fell within the 
exclusion of the policy which did not provide coverage for risks 
of contraband. 
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I I
 :, 
LOOKING AT THE EXCLUSION CLAUSE IN ITS 
ENTIRETY, ITS PLAIN IMPORT I S TO EXCLUDE 
COVERAGE FOR LOSSES OCCASIONED BY 
GOVERNMENTAL ACTION. 
i i1! , . , I I I j u t ) P I f i i i }*» | »i I i - i j i i i l i " 1 1 «!< i d ) | . i | L • ' *• s ^ p p ' k 
coverage i s not a po l i cy p rov id ing for c o n f i s c a t i ,; --overage for 
s e i z u r e s b< r governmental a u t h o r i t i e s . See: F i d e l i t y and Deposi t 
Company of Maryland v . Moore, ^ 1925) ; 45 
CJS, In su rance s ec t i ons 7 9 1 ( b ) , pages 476, -OL-8 12 for 
ciiscLissiuii1! aim dei • "> *ue po l icy in 
q u e s t i o n i s an In land marine p o l i c y with s t a t e d e x c l u s i o n s . 
In Ope Sh ip , L t d . , v . A l l s t a t e In su rance Company, I n c . , 
b 2 I v
 H h1 u p i * '1 1 1111.1'" H i I "' B I ,| f p 1, i i i ,„" i f* f R h i ppe r s we r e 
companies owned by General Somoza Debayale and sought 
compensation for v e s s e l s c o n f i s c a t e d by trie S a n d i n i s t a s when they 
came to power i n N ica ragua . The S a n d i n i s t a s i n i t HI led II 
p r o p e r t y of General Somoza. The c o u r t d i smissed the c la ims of 
1
 '• .. Leu Lrom 
c o n f i s c a t i o n - J icaraguan government, ho ld ing t h a t such 
i 
l o s s e s f e l * ' -i • e x c l u s i o n which did no t provide tor 
c o re i: a g e *«:»*<»- <- • - , se i z u i e s • a r r H ?\t s . »le t a i r imei l; 11 r 
confiscation. Id,, at 4 . 
In Aremco Ins. ^~. .. Jefferson Bank & Trust Company, 6] 3 
1981) , the Missouri Court of Appeals considered:! a 
claim for loss ~ * an aircraft seized by the Mexican government. 
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The plane had been flown to Mexico and crashed. The Mexican 
government eventually released the craft* During the holding by 
the Mexican government it sustained deterioration/ in addition to 
the damage resulting from the crash. The court denied coverage 
to the insured under an "all risk" policy based on the exclusion 
for losses resulting from any taking of the aircraft or any loss 
or damage by a government or governmental authority. Ici. at 
437-38. The court held the seizure by the Mexican government was 
not a risk assumed by the insurers. Similarly/ in Blaine 
Richardson Co. v. Marine Indem. Ins. Co.y 635 F.2d 1051 (2d.Cir. 
1980)f the appeals court upheld summary judgment granted against 
the insured shipper under two policies of insurance. The shipper 
had an "all risk" marine insurance policy which excluded coverage 
due to capture/ seizure/ arrestsf restraint/ detainment or 
confiscation. The second policy was a "war risk" policy 
providing coverage for the exclusions contained within the first 
policy/ except for seizures or destruction under quarantine or 
custom regulations. The Pood & Drug Administration placed a 
"hold" on the cargo when it arrived at the American ports. The 
court held that although the exclusion was originally inserted to 
preclude coverages for risks of war it has come to include 
seizure or detention by civil authorities and excludes from 
coverage: 
. . .losses arising from unforseeable actions 
of sovereign states against the insured 
vessel/ orf in the case of a policy such as 
this onef cargo. 
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Id, .**• 105? . The conrt further held that a "hold constitutes a 
seizure • detention d. at .1054, The court denied coverage 
under "vo'i" I '^  • "hold™ was nni a nntom 
regulation court held this loss fell within the expecta-
tions of tiie arties and the purposes of the exclusion. Id. " 
Similar. Nautilus Virgin Chartersr Inc. v. Edinburgh 
Ins. Co., 510 F.Supp. 1092 <Vn~ "7 1981) , plaintiffs sought 
oolicy for a yacht seized by 
the Colombian government when ^ n>und to be ansportii'Mj 
marijuana. The court granted summary judgment t insurer 
b a s e d m i t i n M KV I u / i i in I i I n i l . n- 1 r o ' i i i i i i inq f r n f 
seizure, arrest, restraint or detainment. The J* ..- ...~ the 
action, taken by the Colombian government Amounted * seizure. 
Id. at 1100. Resin Coatings Corp. v. Fidelity & Cas. Co. of 
New York, 489 F.Supp. 73 (S.D. Fla. 1980)
 r the v ,r K ^ 
rt* ver aqc IJI in i iii.i rif cargo policy when'the cargo ivai-i diverted 
tin the wrong port- Saudi Arabian customs would n"i release the 
goods and stated it; would sell the goods absent the delivery of 
cei'ta!"1! k .'uiPH.nl i1 , Thp goodw w< - - ,(• un} I y ,/io1 i I ;n 
nondelivery of the documents. The court held the actions were 
seizures within the exclusion and granted summary judgment to the 
insur 4. 
Similar::. e at bar, the intent r the 
actions of any government or public authority. Even a cursoryf 
nontechnical reading of this exclusion reveals no coverage for 
the taking of the construction equipment by the FBI pursuant to 
court order. Therefore, the court erred in finding coverage and 
holding the exclusion "is not intended to exclude a taking of the 
property by the authorities of stolen property to be ultimately 
returned to its owner." (R at 199). 
Ill 
THERE IS NO LIMITATION IN THE POLICY THAT THE 
EXCLOSION DOES NOT APPLY TO TAKINGS BY 
GOVERNMENTAL AUTHORITIES FOR RETURN OF 
PROPERTY TO THE OWNER. 
The exclusion must be viewed in its entirety. It is 
designed to exclude from coverage those risks resulting from 
hostile9 or warlike action by any government or sovereign powerf 
military forces, or governmental agencies or governmental 
authority. It does not place any limitation upon the reason for 
the governmental action. The exclusion by its terms did not 
accept as a risk the unforseeable actions by governmental or 
public authorities. Thereforef the court erred in reading into 
the exclusion a limitation not found within the policy language 
or the purpose of the exclusion. 
CONCLUSION 
The trial court erred in denying summary judgment to 
defendants that the loss was not covered by the policy, and in 
-14-
fact, was excluded by the exclusion contained within Exclusion 
7(h). The insurance contract, and its provisions, are to be 
given the plain and ordinary meaning of th£ language contained 
within them. A cursory perusal of the exclusion immediately 
communicates to the reader that the loss due to the action of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation is excluded from coverage. A 
more detailed review, approaching the excljusion from a common, 
ordinary meaning or technical analysis, le&ds to the same result. 
The construction equipment was lost due to a confiscation by 
governmental order or public authority. Clarlson Construction 
Company would not part with the equipment, which required Agent 
Jacobsen to secure an order (a search warr(ant) from the United 
States Magistrate to divest Carlson Constrluction of possession. 
Moreover, the property itself was stolen, and as such, was 
contraband. The court erred by reading into the exclusion a 
limitation not found within the policy, exclusion or within the 
literal or technical meaning of the language used. Therefore, 
the trial court should be reversed and th^ case remanded with an 
order to the district court to enter summary judgment in favor of 
the defendants that no coverage existed fqr the equipment taken 
by the FBI. 
-15-
DATED t h i s day of , 1988. 
fully submitted, 
T. J . Tsakalos 
HANSON, EPPERSON & SMITH 
650 Clark Learning Off ice Center 
175 South West Temple 
S a l t Lake C i ty , Utah 84101 
Te le : (801) 363-7611 
3AKALOS 
Attorneys for Defendants-Appellants 
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f Ce^crcl Sonde I lusuraner 
S E C I O N 
ENCOMPASS SERIES 
DECLARATIONS 
d. :*• 
M . 
ots« 
52 
1 - 'w • 
p/?/c-
I. 
• • M ! 
.'3 . - ! ?• 
• 1 1 
9/\ 
1 ' j 1 
Ml 1 
X / 
» j 
Product' No. 
0C5413 54; 
PtmUt 
CPK 
Policy Numotf 
09 - 209 76 51 
NAMED INSURED6 ADDRESS iN:.S<<««i town.Couni>.SMW.Z'i. 
C&rlson Construction 
13JO Vest UiiOO South 
Bluffdale, Utah 84065 
ICC: 15113 
cc 
iD 
NF 
AC 
BD 
TC 
2Q >EE REVERSE SIDE FOR S t j 6 W g a f a P e « a g « e t T i P N BLOCK 
Policy Period: 
T5 5 /7 /£c 
AT NOON tSTA.NDiC.2 T:M5. 
AT T H £ cOCATON 0" 7-»£ 
PR6M«$SS INVOLVED 
JNSUffEO IS L-. jns'VQja' L j Cofpo.-ar.on L i Pa«r»*rs^ 
LJ Jo^ pt Ve-itu^e '_• O^e-
Insurance is provided in accordance with the following schedule of coverages. No coverage is provided for any Pa 
this policy unless a limit of liability or the word "included" is shown fof such Part. 
Schedule 
Part I Damage to Property/Business Earnings uJ See Separate Schedule 
Item Description and Location of Property Covered 
Limit of Liability 
Bulldsngis) Contents Business Earm 
Per Schedule G39226B 
b. 
c. 
°o - Coinsurance Clause: ccML - Monthly Limit Clause: 
AA = Agreed Amount Cause lAA lAA D A A 
Part I Property Deductible Amount: IS100: D s 
MORTGAGE CLAUSE: Subject to the provisions of the Mortgage Clause in Part I of this policy. Loss (if any) on builc 
items under Part I shail be payable to: (insert name, address and itejn number) 
, L ,ji>**, 1 1 ...> 
Part II Comprehensive General Liability Per 
u ; c > ^ ^ 
Occurrence Aggregate 
Nbt Covered Hereunder Combined Limits of Liability 
Optional Liability Extensions: Only those coverages where an [73 appears are induced. Except as otherwise indie 
the Comprehensive General Liability limits apply. 
[ j Med ica l P a y m e n t s (Si .000 Per Person, unless otne'wtse indicated) I S . 
—. Fire Lega l L iabi l i ty *S5D.000 per occurrence, unless otherwise indicated! S . 
Persona! In jury i:*e aro.-e aggregate applies, u^ess otnerw.se indicated!) S . 
Z2 Bianket Contractual 
L. Broad Form Property Damage 
See Part II for any other coverages and limits of liability which may qe afforded 
Per Person 
. Per Occurrence 
. Aggregate 
f. Part III Crime and Part IV Boiler and Machinery: See Part III and IV fbr Coverages and Limits Not Covered 
Forms and Endorsements made part of this policy at time of issue include: (Insert number and suffix) 
C3*)2-JOJ. C3S226I. C41396 A-99. C33224C. G39229C. JG41099A. C334 54C. 6355*3A 
p.? v .c," \*y\ i p r, /"TV: :»' ' " * * • 19 .Q92«flnf l ,- 'payat'vr 'S 6 , 3 6 4 , at'ncc-p*>'^ a * j i S 6 , 3 b & * at e*-:* &""*•»•€»'*.• 
7 ' - ; D ' i ' • . . ; . " • t.v '.•.**''~M•' '. ' r . •^.if-n: V'Vr** «nit.a« »ns\Ys-v:-' t $na»f oe subjc.:! to; 
• t»o- LJ NOl APPuCAEVf 
adjutt-ncnt or. r.o 5a*i$ :»' ? r* rat** r * • ' J ^ f ^ V ^ V ^ * ? 
Th;? policy Shan not be vai.d unless countersigned by a du?y author zed agent of this Company. ^\y L • L -
P n i i n t f t r c n r i ^ ^ u> 
APP-2 
ENCOMPASS SERIES 
MSUKAMCmOM DECLARATIONS EXTENSION 
DAMAGE TO PROPERTY/BUSINESS EARNINGS 
SCHEDULE SECTION 2a (Continued) 
Item Description and Location of Property Covered 
Limit of Liability 
Building(s) Contents Bus. Ea 
2a. 
n 
%4 
f • 
ff 
K 
1. 
2. 
4. 
6. 
7. 
9 . 
On « 1-2 story netal non-cocbuatlble 
building occupied as Contractor's 
office and shop, located at: 
1300 West 14800 South 
Sluffdale, Utah 
On a 1 story aon-coobustible building 
occupied as Storage, located saae as 
Ites 1 above. 
On a fra&e Chalet, located sase as 
Item 1 above. 
On a fraae building occupied as Storage, 
located saxse as Item 1 above. 
On a brick veneer building occupied as Bi 
F&rs Souse, located sase as Itexs. 1 aboveL 
On a brick veneer, tenant occupied 1 
fatally dwelling, located at: 
132D3 Fort Street 
Draper, Utah 
On'.a brick veneer, tenant occupied, 1 
far.l ly dwelling, located at: 
13371 South Redwood Boad 
Liverton, Utah 
On a brick veneer, tenant occupied, 1 
fasily dwelling, located at: 
11555 South 700 East 
Draper, Utah 
On a brick veneer, tenant occupied 1 
fas i ly dwelling, located a t : 
1007 tact 9400 South 
Sandy, Ltah 
$165,000. 
$ 77,000. 
$ 11,000. 
$ 6,600. 
$ 72,000. 
$ 60.000. 
$ 55,000. 
$ 65,000. 
$ 94,000. 
$27,500, 
$11,000. 
$ 3,300. 
$ 2,200. 
Kil 
S i l 
K i l 
H i l 
K i l 
511 
Ni l 
Nil 
Hil 
S i l 
Kil 
N i l 
H i l 
K i l 
Conditions applicable: (See Declarations 
Section 2b for definitions of symbols used) 
JE 90 
D AA 
g 90 % 
O AA Z AA 
Name of Form and 
Form Number Applicable: All Risk 
Property 
G39224C 
All Risk 
Property 
G39224C 
Part 1 Schedule Page of Schedule Pages Q'JOJIO 
ENCOMPASS SERIES 
i*SU*A*CEFROM DECLARATIONS EXTENSION 
DAMAGE TO PROPERTY/BUSINESS EARNINGS 
SCHEDULE SECTION 2a (Continued) 
Item Description and Location of Property Covered 
Limit of Liability 
Building(s) Contents ! Bus. Ear 
2a. 
11 10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
Oa a brick veneer, tenant occupied, 
1 family dwelling, located at: 
9582 South State 
Sandy, Utah 
On a fraae, tenant occupied, 1 fasily 
dwelling, located at: 
11155 South State 
Sandy, Utah 
0a a brick veneer, tenant occupied 
1 family dwelling, located at: 
11031 South State 
Sandy, Utah 
On a fraae, tenant occupied, 1 facily 
dwelling, located at: 
1035 Last 9400 South 
Sandy, Ctah 
1 $ 94,000. 
$ 61,003. 
$110,000. 
b.! Conditions applicable: (See Declarations 
Section 2b for definitions of symbols used) 
Mil 
M l 
Kil 
$ 28,030. Kil 
Mil 
Kil 
Kil 
Nil 
W a AA 
IT 
D AA Z AA 
Name of Form and 
Form Number Applicable: All Risk Property 
C39224C 
ill Risk 
Property 
C39224C 
Part 1 Schedule Page 2 of 2 Schedule Pages G9GJ13 
rsn m ^ i n o n A k i / » t i #%«»»•«»•» —.—. 
APP-4 
ENCOMPASS SERIES 
OVA COMMERCIAL APPRECIATION PROTECTION 
ENDORSEMENT 
S Included Additional Premium 
. 2*5 % Quarterly Increase 
In consideration of the additional premium specified, it is agreed that the amount of insurance applying to building( 
under this policy shall be increased every 3 months after the inception date of this policy by the quarterly mcreas 
specified above. If the endorsement is effective after the inception date, the amount of insurance shall be increased t 
the specified percentage every 3 months beginning with the end of the quarter period during which the endorsement 
adaed. If the amount of insurance applying to buiidmg(s) is changed during the policy term, the new amount of insuranc 
shall be increased by the specified percentage every 3 months beginning with the end of the quarter period during wh»c 
the change is made. The percentage increase indicated above shall apply separately to each insured building. 
G-3S229-C GOOC^O 
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ENCOMPASS 77 SERIES COVERAGE PAR' 
CWA INLAND MARIN^ 
All conditions in Policy Conditions G-39200 which apply exclusively to Part I are deleted, as respects 
Coverage Part. The conditions which follow, including conditions contained in any form or endorser 
designated below, apply. 
Coverage on the described property under this Coverage Part1 supersedes and replaces any other covei 
under part I which would otherwise apply. 
With respect to any form or endorsement attached to this Qoverage Pat. the term "policy" shall n 
"Coverage Part." 
Coverage is provided as described below or in the schedule attached. 
DESCRIPTION OP PROPERTY: 
Contractor 's Equipment 
Forms £-d endorsements applicable to this Coverage Part: 
G30454C & G39543A CONDITIONS 
1. Notice of Loss, The Insured shall as soon as 
practicable report in writing to the Company 
or its agent every loss, damage or occurrence 
which may give rise to a claim under this 
Coverage Part and shall also file with the Com-
pany or its agent within ninety (90) days from 
date of such loss, damage or occurrence, a 
detailed sworn proof of loss. 
2C Examination Under Oath. The Insured shall, 
and insofar as is within his power the Insured 
shall cause his employees, members of the 
household or others to: 
a. submit to examinations under oath; 
b. exhibit all that remains of damaged 
property: 
c. produce for examination all writings, 
books of accounts, bills, invoices and 
other vouchers. 
Such examinations shall be conducted by the 
Company or its authorized representative at such 
reasonable time a~.d place designated by the Com-
pany or its representative. No examination or other 
act of the Company or its representative in the 
investigation of any loss or claim shall be deemed 
a waiver of the Company's rights of defense or 
recovery. 
3. Valuation. The Company shall not be liable 
G-41099-^ COMPANY 
beyond the actual cash value of the prop 
|at the time any loss or damage occurs anc 
loss or damage shall be ascertained or 
mated according to such actual cash v 
|with proper deduction for depreciation, t 
ever caused, and shall in no event exc 
|what it would then cost to repair or replace 
same with material of like kind and quaiit} 
Settlement of Loss. AN adjusted claims £ 
be paid or made good to the Insured w 
thirty (30) days after presentation and ac 
tance of satisfactory proof of interest and 
at the office of the Company. No loss sha 
paid or made good if the Insured has colle 
the same from others. 
No Benefit to Bailee. This insurance she 
no wise inure directly or indirectly to the b 
fit of any carrier or other bailee. 
6. Subrogation or Loan. If in the event of !o; 
damage the Insured shall acquire any rig 
action against any individual, firm or corp 
tion for loss of or damage to, property cov 
hereunder, the Insured will, if requested b) 
Company, assign and transfer such claii 
right of action to the Company or, at the C 
pany's ootion, execute and deliver to 
Company the customary form of loan rec 
upon receiving an advance of funds in res 
of the loss or damage; and will subro^e ill subroasie 
APP-6 
C?r\p:rw to c w;li hole r. trust _' tht Cc ' v 
r:.*»\. :.'» n»:h rirr.ts c4 a:t.:>r tc-U»f o ' . c v c * 
t^c amount p<»'0 or rd»sn:c~ r.nr: v. ip p f ~ M 
su>; tc be brought in the Insured s nimc unce r 
me- direction oi and at tne expeme o' u,i» 
Company. 
7. Loss Clause. Any loss hereunder shell not 
reauce the amount of this Coverage Pan. 
except in the event of payment of claim tor 
total loss of an item specifically scneculed 
hereon. If claim is paid for total loss of one or 
more scheduJed items, the unearned premium 
acpl'catle to such items will be refunded to 
the Insured or applied to the premium aue on 
ite.T.;s) replacing those on which the claim 
was paid. 
8. Pair, Set or Parts. In the event of loss or dam-
age to: 
a. any article or articles which are a part of 
a pair or set. the measure of loss cr cam-
age to such article or articles shall be a 
reasonable and fai- proportion of the total 
value of the pair cr set. g;v»ng considera-
tion tc the importance cf said article cr 
articles, but in no event shall such loss or 
damage be construed to mean total loss of 
tne pair or set; or 
b. any part of property covered consisting. 
when complete for use. of several parts, 
the Company shall only be liable for the 
value eJ4«€ part lost or damaged. 
S, Protection of Property. In case of loss, the 
Insured shall use all lawful and proper efforts 
tc* the defense, safeguard and recovery of the 
property covered, without prejudice to this 
insurance. The expense so incurred shall be 
borne by the Insured and the Company oro-
porticnateiy to the extent of their respective 
interests. The acts of either the Insured or 
tht Cr'Tifi'"!) *?,% r# N ccr.Lioc-rt c c- he c 
to t f c i ihc : v . i . - . ' a r.n r c c c r - * : - : c* 
abrnso-.f.t •-:. 
10. Suit. Uc- ii.it cct.c.r- cr p'orc c crjn:* icr v.c 
recovery ci ar) c.i: m under tt... lo.e rs ' j t 
Part shall be sustainable In any court c4 law 
or ecjit> unless tne same be commence-
witmn iwent\-1ou,r 12" months ne>: r f t r r n:f-
covery by the Insured o* the occurrence i\ hicn 
gives rise to tne claim, provided hew eve*. tr«a: 
if by the laws of the State within which tr ;;-
Coverage Part is issued such limitation is 
invalid, then any sum claims sha ! l be vote 
unlesssuchact.cn su:t crp'ocecdm? be com-
menced withm tr-e sKo*test hmi; of time pe r-
mittec by the laws c* such State. 
11. Appraisal, If the Insured and the Company 
tail to agree as tc the amount of loss, eacr 
shall, on the written demand of either, mace 
within sixty (60) oa>s after receipt cf proo* c" 
loss by the Compa-y. select a compete-.: a-c 
dismtereatec acp*a.se-\ and the accaisE' 
shall be mace at a reasonable time arc z a:e 
The aotra.sers sna!. first select a compete*: 
and dismterestec ump.re. and f a;!mr fcr f ::;ee-
(15) days tc agree upon such umpire, then C* 
the request of the insured o r the Ccrr.pav 
such umpire shall be selected by a jucge c' a 
court cf record in the State in which sue . 
appraisal is pending. The appraiser shall the-
appraise the less staVng separate'y the actual 
cash value at the time cf loss and the s n e r ; 
of loss, sne faH-.ng to agree shali surmit the * 
differences to the ump--e. An aware »n writ n : 
cf any two sha!J oeterm ;ne the amount cf less 
The Insured anc the Co—cany shall each p*. 
his or its chosen appraiser and shall bea-
equally the other expenses of the appra:sa' 
and umpire. The Company shall not be he;c 
to have waived any of its rights by any act 
relating to appraisal. 
000022 
CNA CON. AACTORS' EQUIPMENT ENDORSEML, 
Broad Form . 
1. Property Insured. This policy covers contractors' equipment described below or in schedule attached, which is tfi 
property of the Insured or the property of others leased, rented or qorrowed by the Insured and for which th 
Insured is liable. 
Catastrc^rjs-fcftfiTt $ ,, 
Property Excluded. This policy does not cover 
(a) animals, motor vehicles designed for highway use, aircraft or wdtercraft; 
(c) 
(d) 
<e) 
ernes o (b) property while waterborne except while on ferries operating in connection with railroads or pubr 
scheduled routes; 
property while in cofferdams or while below the ground surface [in mining, tunneling or similar operate 
unless specifically endorsed hereon; 
property leased, rented or loaned to others; 
accounts, bills, jewelry, precious stones, currency, deeds, evidenqes of debt, money, notes, securities, plans 
blueprints, designs or specifications; 
3. Limits of Liability. The Company shall not be liable for more than the catastrophe limit indicated in the abovt 
schedule in any one loss or disaster either in case of partial or total losp or salvage charges or any other expense 
or all combined. 
4. Deductible Clause. Each claim for loss or damage shall be adjusted separately and from the amount of eaci 
adjusted loss the deductible amount indicated in the above schedule shall be deducted. 
5. Where Covered. This policy covers the property insured only while it ils within the states of the United States, th< 
District of Columbia (excluding Alaska and Hawaii) and the Dominion of Canada. 
6. Perils Insured. This policy insures against all risks of direct physical loss of or damage to the insured property frcn 
any external cause (including general average and salvage charges) jexcept as hereinafter excluded. 
7. Perils Excluded. This policy does not insure against: 
(a) Delay, loss of market or use; 
Wear and tear, gradual deterioration, inherent vice, latent defect freezing or overheating, depreciation o 
obsolescence, rust, or corrosion; 
Loss or damage caused by any repairing or restoration or remodleling process, structural or mechanical o 
electrical breakdown unless fire ensues and then only for the loss or damage by such ensuing fire; 
Loss due to mysterious disappearance, or loss or shortage disclosed on taking inventory; 
Loss, damage or expense caused by or resulting from misappropriation, secretion, conversion, infidelity o 
any dishonest act on the part of the Insured or other party of interelst, his or their employees or agents, or an; 
person or persons to whom the property may be entrusted (carriers for hire excepted); 
Loss or damage occasioned by the weight of a load exceeding th^ registered lifting capacity of any machine 
under the operating conditions at the time of loss; 
Loss by nuclear reaction or nuclear radiation or radioactive Contamination, all whether controlled o 
uncontrolled, and whether such loss be direct or indirect, proximatk or remote, or be in whole or in part causae 
by. contributed to, or aggravated by the peril(s) insured against in this policy; however, subject to thi 
foregoing and all provisions of this policy, direct loss by fire resulting from nuclear reaction or nuclea 
radiation or radioactive contamination is insured against by this bolicy: 
(h) Loss or damage caused by or resulting from: (1) hostile or warlike action in time of peace or war. inciudinc 
action in hindering, combating or defending against an actual, ijmpending or expected attack, (a) by anj 
government or sovereign power (de jure or de facto), or by any authority maintaining or using military, naval o 
air forces: or (b) by military, naval or air forces: or (c) by an agent of any sucn government, power, authority o 
forces: (2) any weapon of war employing atomic fission or radioactive force whether in time of peace or war: (3 
insurrection, rebellion, revolution, civil war, usurped power, or action taken by governmental authority ir 
hindering, combating or defending against such an occurrence, seizure or destruction under quarantine o 
customs regulations, confiscation by order of any government or public authority, or risks of contraband o 
illegal transportation or trade. 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
(9) 
Form G-30454-C GJQ023 
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i AcCi»»cfticr CU uj-f T n r p:^  r* i* f»U" i (v :Mc cov> c ddit onrii i t rm r cf a cm i l r r n: lur- t : those erne 3J«I 
her-, n. tne Prorert, Insu ' td v.h :h it* ^ s ha\e teen acquired subsequent to the uMucr.T.eni date ai 
du'<rc the te rn cf this po* w\ In cc^Lidcet ic e' thit, cytcnsio;. the Insured ag^es* to report SJ< 
a d e e m s v.tttm forty-tive (-5* da,s from tnc da fe acauired and tc pa> erf m u m tneuon from the d3 
accured at pro rata of the p:he\ rate It is spee.fica1'* understood and agreed however, tnat this pol* 
shaP cease to ce*'er such acd.tional items if they a e not reported to the Compan\ v.«<nm the saic to" 
five (-C da\ period T n e Company shc'l net be hab e undei the pfcvis»ons cf this clause tcr m-re tn 
the artuai cash value of such p r o p e r zrl in r o event 1or more than 25* cf the tcta l irnt c* t.abil 
under th»s pchev on Contractors' Equipment exe ' tsue cf the provisions of tnis clause 
9 Coinsurance Clause. The Company shai* be liable fo ' no greater proportion c* any loss c r damage tn 
the amount he^ecy insured bears to 1 00 t o4 tne actual value cf tne propery insured hereunder at t 
time v.ne~ such loss cr carnage occurs. If this policy covers U\o or more items this cone : i c n sha'* apf 
to each item separated 
10. Othe* Insurance This insurance shai' net appiv to any loss except as excess msu rance v,here a"> ctr 
vai.d a^d co.lectib.e insurance exists at the time of loss or damage v\*e:ne r pno* c r subsequent hers 
as tc cate and whethe* f.re c m'a^d marine c r casua'ty or any other nnd c' r s u r a - c e tr tne r a ~ e 
the Insured or ethers en a~> property hereby insures and this ins tance she ' not app., or ccntntLte 
the payment of an , loss u n f ! 4he amount cue from a'l such other msura-ce shall ha\e bee- e/raust< 
it be p g understood and agrees that unce^ this pc'icy the Insureo is to ce re T t u ' s e o tc the e>tent 
the d ' fe-ense befv ee^ the amount due f rom such othe' insurance arc tne a m o j r ; c1 actus 'ess sustain 
by the Insured afte" a s c w g ary anc a*f contribution, coinsurance, average cr cistr ct-uon claus 
co—is nes m s j ch c*ne- pe. cies c* insjra~ce not exceeding. hove\er. tne appi.c&be h~»i c I ^ t t s 
speened in this polics. 
11. Assignment of Policy. T**s Pc c\ sna!' be voic if assignee or trarsterrec v\ incut tne v\r i;e~ co~sent 
the Company 
12. Impa.rmen4 of Recovery Rights Against Carriers. A n \ act or agreement by t^e l~Sw'ec p*io' c* subsecui 
he^etc whereby any n g K : cf *he Insured tr the eve^t of loss or damage to reccve* tne fuil va'ue of 
amc jn t o* damage to ^ny property insures he*eunce r against any earner is releasee impa ree c r 'c 
she4: render this po'icy nu'i and void as to such loss but the Comcany s rtc^t to retain or recover 
prenv^m sha'l no4 be a'feetee It sha'i, howeve r. be permissible for the Insured v..the*-* prejuctce to t 
insurance, tc accept tHe c c n a r y bi | (s of ladirg issued by common carners Tne Cc^pany is net l.a 
for an , loss or damage which without its consent has been settiec cr ccmp'cmised by the Insures 
13. The amount o'l insurance r ro «ded b\ this policy sha'l not be reducec by a^y less Ke feunce- e>cep* t 
i rsura-ce en any schedules item of propert> sha" oe canceled by a tota. less the-eto and pro ra*a ret 
pre?~ um sha'l be payat»e thereon 
"^he te—«s and conditions cf this tc—i v»here.n the> conflict are to be recardec as acd' to^at to tnose c f 
co'icv te v.hich it is attaches anc so far as they are inconsistent therewith are tc s-pe rsece the same. 
000024 
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\ A 
/ ; 
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.*&/<& /Vfc>*C£ -st^'^' / •V- '- 'Zsn: S&CS&: 
/ 
/ H 
This endorsement is a part of your policy and takes effect on the effective date oT your policy, unless another eff< 
tive date is shown below. / 
Compute Only H'hen Thi* Itndonement h So' Prepared with the Policy 
Or Is Sot to be Effective with the Policy Musi Be Completed t 
KNOT. NO. "T POLICY WO. ISSUED TO 
i*SU*A#C£ PROM J L 
CAfA 
/ - : _ : : . : T : - - > : . /•.: x.^^^ 
i *c -.J c--'-£'--' 
£L:<<L + 4 ^U«-~- «'*• 
EFFECTIVE DATE OF 
THIS ENDORSEMENT 
£S:i±<\*-.'i y 
*r 
^ . j t o ^ = -
vftfiWirtA-rtz^iX^ Countersigned by . 
G39S43-A 
Authorized Representative 
00002S 
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In consideration of presius adjustment shovn belov, it Is agreed that 
the policy is aaended as follows: ./ 
Adding the following item to the Contractor's Equipment Schedule: 
Ite& #17 - fcaygo Model 4G4H lustier loller #09-C400. $7,000. 
/ 
Loss Payee: C.I.T. Corp* 
36 So. State Street 
Salt Lake City. Utah 84111 
i'Un i t 
_ f 
This endcsement is a part of your po'..cy and takes e^ect on the effect.ce date of you* poMcy, unless anotne* effective date is shown below 
ENDORSEMENT NO. 
1 
POLICY NO 
CPU 09 209 76 51 
ISSUED TO 
Carlson Construction 
1 EFFECTIVE DATE OF CHANCE 
1 6-28-83 
X ADDITIONAL OR 7 RETURI 
s (15.) Vaired 
[SUBSEQUENT ANNIVERSARY DATES 
2 5-7-W 
! 3 5-7-65 _. 
PREVIOUS INSTALLMENT 
Is 6,364. 
!*.__ 6,364. 
X ADDITIONAL OR Z RETURN 
J 1 7 . 
$ 1 7 . 
REVISED INSTALLMENTS) 
s 6.3S1. 
» 6 .381. 
MSU**»C£ F*0*t 
CATA 
5-7-86 
Central Bonds & Insurance 
Countersigned ty . 
G-41332-A 
Authorized Agent 
03032G 
APP-11 
In consideration of en adjustment indicated bclo^ .j it is apreed that the policy is 
amended as follow: 
The following equipment is added to the contractors equipment acliedule: 
Itett lio.lS- Murphy Scales U f x 60f |150. 
Tow Capacity Complete vith double weights & Bar assecbly. 
Value - $20,003 
r.fV \ ' 
j 
Tr.:s endo'se^e^t is a part of your po'?cy a^d ta*es effect on the effective date of your policy, urjiess another effective date is shown De»o* 
! CNOORSEMEfcT NO. ) POLICY NO. 
t CPE 052097651 
ISSUED TO 
Carlson Construction 
EFFECTIVE OATE CF CHANCE 7-17-S3 •C^OOITIONALOR G"RETU* !* 39 
SUBSEQUENT ANNIVERSARY OATES 
2 S-7-SC 
! 3 S-7-f i* 
PREVIOUS INSTALLMENT 
* 6381 
J 6381 
.305 
j £ ADDITIONAL OR 
!* ul 
C RETURN I REVISECINSTALLMENTlS) 
Is 6430 
1* 6423 
Central Bonds & lns|. 
Countcsidned by. 
Authorizes Ag , eQ3Q02? 
;.£!?-;> .L 
AFS-X2 
( & 
In consideration of prolan cliargod, it is understood 
and agreed that the policy Is emended as follows: 
Add vortgage to item 10. 
9582 S. State St. 
Scady, UT 
First Security Bonk, por attached CF1245. 
K ri fflMI Y 
This endorsement is a part of your policy and takes effect on the effective date of your policy, unless another efl 
tive date is shown below. 
Must Be Completed 
ENOT. NO. 
3 
POLICY NO. 
CFK 09 209 76 51 
Complete Only When This Endorsement Is Sot Prepared with the Policy 
Or Is Sot to be Effectixe with the Policy 
ISSUED TO 
Carlson Construction 
tt*SURAMC£ FJROM Central Boada k Insurance 
EFFECTIVE DATE 0 ! 
THIS ENDORSEMENT 
10-25-83 
5-7-S6 - < 
Countersigned by, 
Authorized Representative 
G39543A 
APP-13 
It is hereby agraed and understood thofc^Ioss Payable Clause, 
per CF 1218 attached, is added to the policy applicable to property 
located at iten 19, 1007 East. 9400 So.r Sandy, Dtah. 
V 
J 
..V 
This endorsement is a part of your policy and takes effect on the effective date of your policy, unless another eff 
tive date is shown below. 
Must Be Completed 
ENOT. NO. 
5 
POLICY NO. 
CTR 092097651 
Complete Only When This Endorsement Is Sot Prepared with the Policy 
Or Is Sot io be Effective *ith the Policy 
ISSU60 TO 
Cirri <rm flnr^tmrrMfn 
mSURAJVCS FROM Central Bonds & 
EFFECTIVE DATE OF 
THIS EN0ORSEMEN1 
12-71-El 
05-07-86 
G-39S43A 
Counters igned Dy , 
Authorized Representative 
0Q0'32-
APP-14 
MW/itucrnw« 
LOSS PAYABLE 
IT IS AGREED THAT LOSS, IP ANY, HEREUNDER SHALL BE ADJUSTED WITH THE 
INSURED AND MADE PAYABLE TO THE INSURED AKD v » n « y w»nlr c. Tnurt- (Vrpgny,. 
c ^ r , c - ^ h c ^ f . P ? t - m ^ W i m v f TTT f l i n 7 f r / o « . n . y < * l t 
AS THEIR RESPECTIVE INTERESTS HAY APPEAR. " 
Applicable t o the following equipment 
ALL OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS REMAIN UNCHANGED 
-~ i t s i_ i l3 -U12H ^cctablB-CrushirrT?lant-$220r-00-3- -
^4«3^14-f^roD-St«i:er--C3onvei'or-Sel^-?C001t}2 et-$15r900 — 
-item #15 1S70 Erov.n Generator Trailer Ooralete-C27DrX257G142£_a_115yOOO 
i tgn t i e l^dre-Onit-EacM»e-v/bJCket-€ $15,030-
>. 
-V 
'his endorsement is a part of your policy and takes effect on the effective date of your 
>olicy, unless another effective date is shown below. 
ENDT. NO. 
4 
POLICY NO. 
CPK 032097651 
ISSUED TO 
Carlson Construction 
EFFECT. DATE 
THIS ENDRSKEN 
12-13-C3 
Central haras 6 Insurance 
Countersigned by 
5-07-eC -O 
ooQ33Ci
 m 
APP-15 
LOSS PAYABLE CLAUSE 
COMPANY 
National Fire Ins. Co. 
POLICY NO. 
CPE 092097^51^ 
AGENCY 
Central Bonds & In* 
Loss, if any, shall be ad|usted with the Insured and shall be payable t o ^ i e Insured and N o r t h J e r s e y S a v i n g s & 
a««^4«^nn. c /o Fleet Martcrage Oorp., P. Q. Box 316, tlilvaukee,
 as their interests 
Wisconsin 53201 
Tnis endorsement muj< 6e attached to-Change endorsement when issued after the Potey n written. 
CF 12 18 (Ed. 05 77) 
000 331 
APP-16 
In consideration of en adjustment 
made belov, it is agreed that the policy 
is amended as follows: 
The following equipment is added 
to the contractors equipment schedule 
Xtec # 19 - 19 84 Mitsubishi Hydraulic Excavator 
mode KS280 S/K 1012 with 1 1/2 Cu. Yard. Bucket 
Value: $ 126,900• 
Loss Payee Per D-IM-119 attached. 
• j **.* V 
X 0>) / 
Thise^ccseTient is a part of your po'icy and ta^esef'ect on the effective date of your policy, unless anothe* e"e:t«ve date issno^n be«ow 
ENDORSEMENT NO. 
EFFECTIVE DATE OF CHANCE 
POLICY NO. ISSUED TO 
-Carlson -Construct ion 
ADDITIONAL OR RETURN 
!• 31-84 ST. 
TtK £*3 SUBSEQUENT ANNIVERSARY DATES 
1 5-7-84 
S-7-S5 
f R1TI9US INSTALLMENT 
i 6430— 
G*30 
A00ITI0NAI OR 
310 — 
.; RETURN 
-WG-
REVISEO ItiSTAUMENT(S) 
* 6J40 
-6441 
INSU*A*C£ F*OM 2-9-84 J? Central Bonds and I n s . 
Counte'iigneo by 
6-7-S6 - 0 -
u t h o 7 ; z e d A 8 ^ ^ J 
S-41332 '-
APP-17 
LOSS PAYABLE 
IT IS AGREED THAT LOSS, IF ANY, HEREUNDER SHALL BEi ADJUSTED WITH THE 
INSURED AND MADE PAYABLE TO THE INSURED AND .
 m I - L / B « . , . H « , 
—Associates Gomgcgcial •Corporation nn t^ v 15.16.3 Salt TaVa Hfy. TTT B411S— 
AS ^ » x RESPECTIVE INTERESTS "HAY APPEAR. 
Applicable to the following equipment 
ALL OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS REMAIN UNCHANGED 
/ 
item # 19, 198* Mitsubishi Hydraullic 
Excavator Moael MS280 S/N 1012 with 
1 1/2 Cu. TLt. Bucket. 
This endorsement is a part of your policy and takes effect on the effective date of your 
policy, unless another effective date is shown below. 
ISSUED TO EFFECT. DATi 
THIS EKDRSME 
Countersigned b\ 
03003 
APP-18 
In consideration of premium adjustment shown below, it is hereby understood and 
agreed that the policy is amended as follows: 
Qxttractors* Bquitnent - G30454C 
Add: 
Item *20 - 1984 Mitsubishi KS2S0 1% yd. Hydraulic Excavator S/K 1012 - $150,003. 
Total Licit of Liability and Catastrophe Limit: 944,'503 
Loss Payee per U-ue-119 attached 
\ 
\ 
v: s u 
This endorsement is a part of you? polic. and takes effect on the effective date of your policy, unless another effective date is shown be'ow 
[~ ENDORSEMENT NO. 
7 
| EFFECTIVE DATE OF CHANGE 
1 1-18-84 
I SUBSEQUENT ANNIVERSARY DATES 
2 5-7-S4 
Li fS-7-E5 
POLICY NO 
PREVIOUS INSTALLMENT 
$ 6743 
J 6243 
ISSUED TO 
car'isnn Construction 
"ADDITIONAL OR 
r 133 
X ADDITIONAL OR 'RETURN 
« 3GS 
l! 3£C 
REVISED INSULtMENTiS) 
* 7106 
> n n r 
Z RSTUI 
IMSUKAHCt W*OV 
be 
G-41332 A 
Central Bonds & Inc. 
Countersigned by 
5-7-86 -3-
Autnor.zed Agent 
APP-19 
LOSS PAYAELE 
IT IS AGREED THAT LOSS, IF ATY, HEREUNDER SHALL fir ADJUSTED WITH THE 
INSURED AND MADE PAYABLE TO THE INSURED AND A s s o c i a t e : ! O c r r g r c i a l Corp. 
p O Box 151043, S a l t Lake C i t y , Utah £4115 / ~ 
AS THEIR RESPECTIVE INTERESTS KAY APPEAFy^ . 
As r e s n e c t s t o I t e * f 20 - 1984 M i t s u b i s h i JS2S0 1% Yd H y o r s u l i c Excavator SA>' 1012 
ALL OTHER TERMS CONDITIONS REMAIN UNCHANGED 
This endorsement i s a p a r t of your p o l i c y and t a k e s e f f e c t on t h e e f f e c t i v e d a t e of yc 
p o l i c y , u n l e s s a n o t h e r e f f e c t i v e da te i s shown below. 
ISSUED Tu EFFECT. D, 
THIS r:i>R< 
Count t^-Aifnt d ty_ >, 
„ l i 00 )3 
• ,
 t v •- < - ^ * 
APP-20 
In consideration of preciua adjuataeat,-" 
i t i s hereby Agreed policy i s aaendeJ as 
follows: 
y s 
s 
Contractors Ego-if***"*" - G — 30*5<-C 
Delete ite«s ,..««'" 
7.) 79 Caterpillar 950 Loader - 65,000 
8.) 77 Caterpillar Motor Carder V/ ripper - 65,000 
10.) 80 Cat 950 Loader 
16.) Bydra Un.it Baclehoe ? / Bucket 
Total Liai t and Catastrophe Liait i s 
734^900.' 
65.000. 
15,000. 
ded to read: 
^ 
T*<s enscst-nent is a pa*t of your p 
I ENDORSEMENT NO. 
ft 
j EFFECTIVE GATE OF CHANCE 
! SUBSEQUENT ANNIVERSARY DATES 
! 2 4-7-ftt* 
L? W.85 
:'.»c> an- takes effect on the elective date of your policy, unless anothe' elective date is sno*n beio* 
i POLICY NO. 
I CPZ M 209 76 51 
ISSUED TO 
Carlson Construction 
T_?fi_fl£ 
O A00ITI0NAI OR 
1 PREVIOUS INSTALLMENT , G AOOfTIONAL OR G RETURN 
i* 7tn* 1* 515. 
REVISEO INSTALLMENTS; 
11 11Q£ li -512- Li fiV)4. 
X RETU«» 
3-19-84 JT Central Bonds and In». 5-7-SG - 0 
000J36 
Countersigned by. 
Authored Agent 
APP-21 
In consideration of ereaitm adjuatment, i t 
i s hereby agreed policy 1* emended es follow*: 
Contractors Equipment G-30454-C 
Valne on Item 19 - 19B4 Kitsubllshi Excavator i s 
ided to $ 150,000 in l i eu of $ 126,900. 
Kev to ta l l i « i t i s $ 75^0T>. 
\J t 
£ 
This enscse-^e-it is a part of your pol»c> and takes effect on the effective date of your policy. Jnless another effective date »s sho*n below 
ENDORSEMENT NO 
e 
EFFECTIVE DATE Or CHANGE 
L 1-31-S4 
POLICY NO. 
CPr P9 ?09 76 51 
ISSUED TO 
r ^ ^ f ^ n C.rm* + j*ttrHrm 
| C ADDITIONAL OR 
i ' 1 7 » 
QRETI 
SUBSEQUENT ANN4VERSARY OATES 
5—7—8/> 
1
 PREVIOUS INSTALLMENT 
I* £5S4 
S ADDITIONAL 0 I a RETURN I KVISEO INSTAUMENT(S) li ££50-
5-7-9S- -6SW- I* 4W- 6650 
msu*A*ce r*o* 
3-19-M JF Central Bonds and Insurance. 
Countersigned by _ _ _ _ _ 
5-7-
c,.4i^:> 
APP-22 
lit co&slcsrat ion of cba prcrlur. a^juetocnt aliotm b e l o v , i t i s &rr**6 
tbat the the p o l i c y i s mz&xxied as fo l lows: 
Pert I - Daamre to Property 
The follorixx* iter* i s ^LddeJ^-«"^^^atracto^*, fquipeeat G-314W-C 
21 . 95? C « Losdor £31*01*37 
L i a i t : 5125.CX> 
Scv Tot&l L i r i t au£ Cut&stronhe l i c i t : $S53»0'J*>. 
Loss Psymi Per tHPi-11? attached* 
This enao-sement is a pal of yec po!;c> a~d takes ef'ect on the effective date of your policy, unless another effective date is shown below. 
t ENDORSEMENT NO, 
I N -
POLICY NO. ISSUED TO 
Carlson Counfruction 
EFFECTIVE DATE Of CHANGE 
1 ?-?a-^4 
r ADDITIONAL OR D RETURN 
$ 5f 
| SUBSEQUENT ANNIVERSARY DATES 
2 «*_7-SA 
Li S=O^JS 
PREVIOUS INSTALLMENT 
(s
 *,.r.v^ 
I^AOOITIONAL OR ^ RETURN 
>» vr. 
REVISED INSTALLMENT(S) 
S f , , r t : 
t*su*s*cr r*o* \-l-bVtz Ccntrnl *or*d& & lnsuraac.' 
Countersigned by. 
5-7-V 
Authorized A f V * * Q J ^ f c J 
G-41322 A 
APP-23 
9t**imA»cf r*r*** tn 
LOSS PAYABLE 
IT IS AGREED THAT LOSS, IF ANY, HEREUNDER SR\LL BE ADJUSTED WITH THE 
INSURED AND MADE PAYAELE TO THE INSURED AKD y y . - . s , - i | . .» \ — . . . I; - -.,.»-_ n * , : 
AS TriEIR RESPECTIVE INTERESTS MAY APPEAR. 
A.*yli*$ i*» 3>3 ; « ; U**iar f^lC3i:*7 
ALL OTHER TERMS' AND CONDITIONS REMAIN UNCHANGED 
nis endorsement is a part of your policy and takes effect on the effective date of your 
slicy, unless another effective date is shown below. 
EKDT . r: >. 
J Coat 
POLICY No. 1SSITU TO EFFECT. DAlr. 
THIS ENDRSMEN 
Counter? i|pn«il bv 00003 
APP-24 
In cons iderat ion of the f r e s i t s : adjustment fchovn Wlott% i t i x arre*d 
t h a t the f o l l o v i t r . endorsecent* are declared a u l l asd void^ 
Endorsement 6 Ef f ee t iv* 1-31-04 «?• Pro Rata Return 
31D. Anoucl Return 
Endorsement 7 E f f e c t i v e 1-1*-S4 10<>. Pre Ilata Ketura 
36&• Annual Return 
Endorseacnt S E f f e c t i v e 1-31-64 17. Pro Peta Cetura 
5^. Annual lie turn 
This ersrse^ent is a paft of yo-r p '^Cy a*>d taWes effect on the effective date of you' policy, unless another effective date is shovwn Detow 
! ENDORSEMENT HO . SKH»97«l ISSUEO TO Carlson Construction 
I EFFECTIVE 0ATE Of CHANGE . ^ _ ^ 
1 per above* 
7A0D1TI0NA10R
 t * RETUR 
j Dcr aborrvs 
! SUBSEQUEST ANNIVERSARY OATES 
i 2 5-7-?4 
L_3 W-c? 
PREVIOUS INSTAILMEKT 
s 6.S55. 
s ft,955. _ _ 
" ADDITIONAL OR T RETURN 
s 722« * 
Is 712. 
REVISED INSTAUMENT(S) 
s fc,2^3. 
j e . 2 : 3 . _ 
t»$u*A*cf rmoM Central *«ondr S Insurance 
Countersigned by. 
s-7-r -
Authorired Age j f l J Q J ^ 
G-41332 t. 
APP-25 
In cunwldercLlor. of the prcjr.lur adjusturent shotta bclo'j, it i* *rT**~Z that 
toe policy £« a's^n^ed a* follows: 
Part I -» T>ana*« to Property ~*~~~ 
The fallorinj: ites la addeu to contractors* eqiUpacat G-33454-C 
22* 1S54 Kitsublsfef Hydraulic Excavator Model ^ " M , £1012 vith 1% Cubic 
Tfard Suckat 
Llsit; J153.KW* 
Loss Payee ?cr C-I^-ll? attache. 
Iteviaei Total ti»it oC Liability and C*t*stror^ Licit: 5733.03J. 
^ 
/ 
This enao'se^ent is a part of your po,(c> and takes effect on the effective date of your policy, unless another effect.ve date is sho*-» below. 
^ENDORSEMENT NO. 
1-1 
POLICY NO. 
rw>C 3745! 
ISSUED TO 
Carlson. Construction 
EFFECTIVi DATE OF CHANGE 
].»13-54 
!T ADDITIONAL OR LIRE1 
S 1 " 
SUSSECUEM AHNIVIRSAPY DATES 
2 ^ - ; - \ . H 
LL 
PREVIOUS IK^ALlVtNT 
$—rmT. 
[• AOOITIONALOR ' RtTURN 
* 3«f.t 
• » * • 
REVISED INSTALLMENTIS) 
L-L 
MSU*4»CF F*0* S-2-r.'.t.C Central Bonds. C Insurance 
Counte]fsigned by. 
5-7-&0 
G-41332-A 
APP-26 
LOSS PAYABLE 
IT IS AGREED THAT LOSS, IF ANY, HEREUNDER SHALL BE ADJUSTED Wild THE 
I.ol'RED AND MADE PAYABLE TO THE INSURED ^Associated Conaercxal Corp. 
P.O. Box 151043, Salt Lake City, UT 84115 
AS THEIR RESPECTIVE INTERESTS KAY APPEAR. ~~7~, 
As respects to item #22 - 1984 Mitsubishi Hydraulic Excavator Model 
MS280 #1012 With l*s Cublic Yard Bucket 
ALL OTHER TERMS AND COOTITIONS REMAIN UNCHANGED 
s endorsement is a part of your policy and takes effect on the effective date of your 
icy, unless another effective date is shown below. 
ISSUtb To EI'FLCl . DAT!. 
THIS ENUKS'lEr 
APP-27 
Itt cons iderat ion of tlir prci-Itrc ft^jystvc&t ^hovn bc iov , i t ! • arreed 
that the p o l i c y i s anaad*d *z f o l l o v s : 
Part I - Sacarc to FroncrtT 
Tbs f c l l o v i n c i t « . i s added t o Contractors* r c u l p w u t f?~3?*rS*-C 
23 . 1521 B i t r o i t f a c i e i Gemrctor fT^f25527 
Lit i i t ?43*Q0:>. 
]^*s Pfiyee Tcr C-r$-I19 a t tached . 
Xcvlaad Total L i n i t of L i a b i l i t y an* Cata&trfcpfec L i r i t S77*.,ry:. 
,v< 
f 
tf V 
This eids'seTient is a pat of yoj' pc''C> and takes effect on the effective date of your pol.cy. uniess aiot-e* elective sate >s sncv*n seio* 
ENDORSEMENT NO 
1 1 * > 
POLICY NO ISSUED TO 
^arlsryi 
1 EFFECTIVE DATE OF CHANCE 
1 3-»*-~: 
lor.structiar. 
V ADDITIONAL OR 1 ! RETl 
< SUBSEQUENT ANNIVERSARY OATES 
2 r>-7-r-', 
1 3 r » - 7 - ^ 
PREVIOUS INSTALLMENT 
s * *• •? -» 
ti i I m m. i m i 
*". ADDITIONAL OR 
15 L2S 
J RETURN REVISED INSTALLMENT^} 
Is '>t*: 
l*SU*A*Ct F*OM Centre* 1 Boat* a '. lasurauci : > - / - . * * 
•o . . 
Countersigned by. 
Authorize! 
G-41332 A 
B3&343 
APP-28 
LOSS PAYABLE 
IT IS ACKEED THAT LOSS, IF ANY, HEREUNDER SRALL/fii ADJUSTED KITH THE 
INSURED AND MADE PAYAELE TO THE INSURED ACTi/» ;*r~... V- ttvatb « . f t» Str*«i 
<-•>!> ^ i i r r t * , <->«•>. > M ! 1 y 
AS THEIR RESPECTIVE INTERESTS MAY APPEAR". 
ALL OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS REMAIN UNCHANGED 
s endorsement is a part of your policy and takes effect on the effective d.-.te of your 
icy, unless another effective date is shown below. 
ISSUED To 
THIS EN1>RS".EN7. 
Countcrr ifn*. J l>v 
000044 
APP-29 
In consideration of presius charged, i t 1* aj^ecd that Xhc policy 
i s attended as f o l l o w : 
:X*e4 ! 
fart I — Parage to Property 
x' Contractors9 £quip»«nt Loss Fa>aa for itesa 13* 14 and IS is mxeni&i 
to: 
CIT Corporation 
y& South State Street 
Salt Lai* City, UT 84117 
Valley fcaak & Trust is deleted as Loss Payae on the above Iteas. 
\ 
This endorsement is a part of your policy and takes effect on the effectiye date of your policy, unless another effei 
tive date is shown below. 
Must Be Completed 
ENOT KO POLICY NO. 
C?iI2r/97GSl 
eATA 
Or Is Not to\ 
Complete Oniy M hen Thts Endorsement Is So: Prepared HI//I the Policy 
be Effectne *ith the Pohcx 
ISSUED TO 
Carlson Constraction 
Central *onde £ Insurance 
EFFECTIVE DATE OF 
THIS ENDORSEMENT 
— 5 7 c— 
a. iaft«n A 
Countersigned by 
Authorized Representative 
000045 
APP-30 
In consideration of previa? charred. I t Is agreed that the poller i s aoanded 
as folios?*: 
Part I - Paraare to Property 
The follfttriag la added as Mortgagee ae respects to Itcx 13 -95S2 South State 
Sandyf Ccah 
This endorsement is a pari of your policy and takes effect on the effective date of your policy, unless another effec 
tive date is shown below. 
Must Be Completed 
ENOT MO 
IS 
POLICY NO 
C?r2CS7£5l 
tMSURAHCM FROM 
Complete Only Hhen This Endorsement Is ^ot Prepared *uh the Pottc\ 
Or Is \ot to be Effect ne *tth the Pohc\ 
ISSUED TO 
Carlson Construction 
Central tones 4 Insurance 
EFFECTIVE DATE OF 
THIS.EHOj?BS£¥EKT 
Countersioned by 
Autnonzed Representative 
OOOO-26 
APP-31 
In consideration of prcciua &£%1u&tB*nt shown below, it is understood 
an<l agreed the policy is aaendei as follows; 
Part I -» Daoafe to Property 
The following itea is add^d to contractors' e:juipc-nt G-30454-C for the 
period of 4-25-94 to 6-25-^4 
Kosatsu. Hoser Kodcl 155A SS25S73 - $220,00? 
Loss Pcyee Per U-IM-115 attached* 
1
*? 
- w & » — - • - . • . * * » • • * « . » 
This endorsement is a pan of your pot>cy and takes effect on the elective date of your policy, unless another effective date is shown below 
ENDORSEMENTN \ i W?ft0C7C5l ISSUtf r i sen Construction se  
EFFECTIVE DATE OF CHANCE *-25-?-£ ?* ADDITIONAL OR $fS' ZRET Tlit Chirnv 
- ADDITIONAL OR 
% »:o Charfec 
SUSSEQUEM JN^IVERSARY OATES 
2 J-/-f>4 
"5^7^r 
PREVIOUSINSTALLMENT Z RETURN REVISED INSTALLMENT(S) 
S 6,hO£ $ ^o Chaqgg LUi2L 
IMSuMA net rmo* 7- l l -&4ht Central Lands ;. Insurance: 
Countersigned t?>. 
Authorized Agent 
G-41332-A 
f  t - -
OQOOV7 
APP-32 
LOSS PAYABLE 
IT IS AGREED THAT LOSS, .IF ANY, HEREUKDER SHALL BE ADJUSTED WITH THE 
INSURED AND MADE PAYABLE TO THE INSURED AND 
fi-i , f. i y n c«, tot t*>> r«*«- T-
kariry ' U P V««-V|< ....ry 
AS THEIR RESPECTIVE INTERESTS KAY APPEAR. 
.\» *«»*«ete Xtft rett&rsu fcaaer Hndwl IS5A. SK25E73 
ALL OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS REMAIN UNCHANGED 
Ls endorsement ls a part of your policy and takes effect on the effective date of youi 
licy, unless another effective date is shown below. 
ISSUED TO EFFECT. DATI 
THIS EKDRSMI 
oooj :e 
Countersigned by 
M-H9 
Authorized kcprescntai 
APP-3 3 
Anniversary -ixtorssroant 
5-7-S4 to 5-7-C5 
Annual Prrxiin - $C,0CQ 
Fart. I - Daagss to rrop&rty 
Revised per G33226B at tached 
Property Floater Brood Fdrr: i s aa2aS;?fw: G30423D attached. ; 
Contractors1 ESjaiacwit i s revised per G304S4C e o d O S S O i attached!. 
l o s s Payee' s .^,l:,, r i1- 1A- 119 attad = 3 
This endorseTient is a pail of yc)ur policy and takes effect on the effective date of your policy, unless another effective date is shown below. 
IMSU*A»CE F*OM 
ENDORSEMENT NO. 
| 17 
EFFECTIVE DATE OF CHANGE 
1 SUBSEQUENT ANNIVERSARY OATES 
2 
1 3 b~l-TZ 
POLICY NO. 
CP*I <5£0'=r7C:il 
PREVIOUS INSTALLMENT 
S 
l» 6,fi?4 _ _ 
ISSUEO TO 
O.r\so-i '. OTifTtnxrtior-. 
y ADDITIONAL OR 
I L3^ _ 
VAOOITIONALOR Z RETURN 
s 
1 1 . 3 E C 
REVISED INSTALLMENT(S) 
S 
A l±Ccc 
:: in 
Ter.trEl Tzxxls L Insurance! -7-SC 
Countersigned by^ 
Author •4S&Q3*9 
G-41332-4 
ENCOMPASS SERIES 
wBURJutcc mo* 
APP-34 
Revised 
DECLARATIONS EXTENSION 
DAMAGE TO PROPERTY/BUSINESS EARNINGS 
SCHEDULE SECTION 2a (Continued) 
Item Description and Location of Property Covered 
Limit of Liability 
Building(s) Contents Bus. Earr 
2a. 1 . 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
9. 
On a 1-2 story metal xrri-oanbustible 
building occupied as Contractor's 
o f f i ce and shop, located a t : 
1300 West 14S00 South 
Bluff dale , Utah 
On a 1 story noa-oarfciTstible building 
occupied as storage, located sane as 
item 1 above. 
On a fraze Chalet, located 
itcs> 1 above. as 
On a fraze building occupied as storage 
located sane as iteci 1 above. 
On a brick building occupied as a 
Farm House, located oma as i t s 1 
above. 
On a isasoary tenant occupied 1 family 
dwelling, located at: 
13200 Port Street 
Draper, Utah 
On a rasonry tenant occupied, 1 family 
dwelling, located at: 
13371 South Redwood Bead 
Tiverton, Utah 
On a masonry tenant occupied, 1 family 
dwelling, located at: 
11555 South 700 East 
Draper, Utah 
On a rasonry tenant occupied 1 f arrily 
dwalTin?, located at: 
1007 East S400 South 
Sandy, Utah 
$165,000 
77,000 
11,000 
6,600 
72,000 
60,000 
55,000 
65,000 
77,000 
$44,000 
Blanket 
[Locations — 
1,2,3 & 4 
Incl-
ined.. 
Inc l . 
Kil 
Kil 
Kil 
Ki l 
Kil 
Ki l 
Kil 
a i l 
E l l 
XTil 
E i l 
n i l 
Ki l 
mi 
b. Conditions applicable: (See Declarations 
Section 2b for definitions of symbols used) 
BC 9 0 
D AA 
K 9 0 
a AA 
% 
Z AA 
Name of Form and 
Form Number Applicable: 711 r isk Property 
G39224C 
Al l Risk 
Prorjertv 
G39224C 
Part 1 Schedule Page of Schedule Pages O00050 
ENCOMPASS bbWL 
iMSUKAMCC FROM 
APP-35 
DECLARATIONS EXTENSION 
DAMAGE TO PROPERTY/BUSINESS ^ARNINGS 
SCHEDULE SECTION 2a (Continued) 
Item Description and Location of Property Covered 
Limit of Liability 
Building(s) Contents Bus. Earr 
O-j. 
12 
Oa
 a msanry 'tenant ooaiplu. "!„ Il lw n I  \ | $ 9 1 000 
d i a l l i n g , located at: 
9582 South State 
Sandy# Utah 
Cti a fracae, tenant occupied, 1 family I 65r COO 
dwelling, located at: 
11155 Sooth State 
Sandy, Utah 
On a Toascriry tenant occupied 1 family . 110f 0OC 
^Swelling, located at: 
11031 Sooth Stats 
Sandy, Utah 
O^
 a fraas , 'tyrant occupied , Il fjmU j 
duel l ing, located at: 
1005 East 9400 Sooth 
Sandy, Utah 
Conditions applicable: (See Declarations 
Section 2b for definitions of symbols used) 
Name of Form and 
Form Number Applicable: 
Part 1 Schedule Page ? of _ ± _ _ Schedule Pages 
D AA 
i A l l 
PTO{ 
G39: 
Ri£k 
jerty 
224C 
^ . 1 - % 
4A 
A l l Risk 
ProperLy 
G39224C 
1 — I! 
j ~ AA 
1 
1 
1 
1 000J51 
Nil 
Nil 
Kil 
Kil 
APP-36 
9m*um*mCt 0»O* 
COMMERCIAL INLAND MARINE 
PROPERTY FLOATER BROAD FORM 
1. Property Insured. This policy covers property of the Insured or property of others for which the Insured 
legally liable all as described below or in attached endorsements. 
(a) Unscheduled property consisting of (but not exceeding j9§feoer article) 
(DESCRIBE PROPERTY IN FULU $1*000 
Tools 
Limits of 
Liability 
$20,000 
(b) Scheduled Property as described below or in attached endorsements. 
Item No. Description 
Give makers name, model, serial no. where applicable 
Limits of 
Liability 
1 
] 
j 
i 
i 
Tools -25CT Catastrophe Limit S. Deductible $ 
3. 
6. 
Property excluded* This policy does not cover. 
(a) Accounts, bills, jewelry, precious stones, currency, deeds, evidences of debt, money, notes, securitie 
plans, blueprints, designs, specifications; 
(b) Animals, vehicles licensed for highway use, aircraft, watercraft. 
Limits of Liability. The Company shall not be liable for more than the catastrophe limit indicated in tl 
above schedule in any one loss or disaster either in case of partial or total loss or salvage charges or ai 
other expenses or all combinedo 
Deductible Clsuse. Each claim for loss or damage shall be adjusted separately and from the amount of eac 
adjusted loss the deductible amount in the above schedule shall be deducted. 
Where Covered. This policy covers the property in and in transit anywhere within and between Continent 
United States of America and Canada (but excluding inter-coastal shipments via the Panama Canal ar 
coastwise shipments to or from Alaska), and in, and in transit anywhere within the States of Hawaii, Alasl 
and territories or possessions of the United States of America. 
Perils Insured. This policy insures against all risks of direct physical loss of or damage to the proper 
insured from any external cause, including general average and salvage charges, except as hereinaft 
excluded. 
Perils Excluded. This policy does not insure against loss or damage caused by or resulting from: 
(a) Delay, loss of market or use, wear and tear, gradual deterioration, depreciation, insects, vermin, inhere 
vice, mechanical or structural breakdown or failure. 
Misappropriation, secretion, conversion, infidelity or any dishonest act on part of the Insured or oth< 
party of interest, his or their employees or agents, or others to whom the property may be entrust* 
(carriers for hire excepted). 
Mysterious disappearance or loss or shortage disclosed on taking inventory. 
Leakage, breakage, marring, scratching, dampness of atmosphere, dryness of atmosphere, extreme 
or changes of temperature, shrinkage, evaporation, loss of weight, rust, contamination, change 
color, flavor, texture or finish, unless such loss or damage is caused directly by fire, lightnin 
windstorm, hail, explosion, riot or civil commotion, aircraft, vehicles other than the conveyance 
actually transporting the property insured, bursting of pipes or apparatus, vandalism, malicious mi 
chief, theft, attempted theft, collision, derailment, upset or overturn of the transporting conveyance 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
G-30421-D 030 J52 
msu***ct tact* CA'A APP-37 CONTRACTORS' EQUIPMENT ENDORSEMENT 
Broad Form 
^ p f 0p e r |y insured. j^s p 0 | j C y covers contractors" equipment described below or in schedule attached, which is t t 
property oi the Insured or the property of others leased, rented or {borrowed by the Insured and tor which tt 
Insured is liable. 
Item No. 
1-11 
Description 
Per Schedule G39543A attached 
Limits of 
Liability 
€54,000 
Dedi icubie $. 250 Catastrophe Limit $ ***&*> b L p ^ Q Q . 
Property Excluded. This policy does not coven 
(a) animals, motor vehicles designed for highway use., aircraft or watercratt; 
(b) property while waterborne except while on fei ries operating in connection with railroads or public ferric: i 
scheduled routes; 
(c) property while in cofferdams or while below the ground surface in mining, tunneling or similar'operation! 
unless specifically endorsed hereon; 
(d) property leased,, rented or loaned to others; 
(e) accounts, bills, jewelry, precious stones, currency, deeds, evidences of debt, money, i totes, securities plan: 
blueprints, designs or specifications; 
Limits of Liability. The Company shall not be liable for more than the catastrophe limit indicated in the abo» 
schedule in any one loss or disaster either in case of partial or tol al loss or salvage charges or any other expense 
or all combined. 
Deductible Clause. Each claim for loss or damage shall be adjusted separately and from the amount of eac: 
adjusted loss the deductible amount indicated in the above schedule shall be deducted. 
Where Covered. This policy covers the property insured only while i i is within the states of the United States, tl t 
District of Columbia (excluding Alaska and Hawaii) and the Domin on of Canada. 
Perils Insured. This policy insures against all risks of direct physical loss of or damage to the insured proper ty ITCH 
any external cause (including general average and salvage charges) except as hereinafter excluded. 
Perils Excluded. This policy does not insure against: 
(a) Delay, loss of market or use; 
(b) Wear and tear, gradual deterioration, inherent vice, latent defect, freezing or overheating, depreciation c: 
obsolescence, rust, or corrosion; 
(c) Loss or damage caused by any repairing or restoration or remddeling process, structural or mechanical c 
electrical breakdown unless fire ensues and then only for the loss or damage by such ensuing fire 
(d) Loss due to mysterious disappearance, or loss or shortage disqlosed on taking inventory; 
(e) Loss, damage or expense caused by or resulting from misappropriation, secretion, conversion, infidelity c 
any dishonest act on the part of the Insured or other party of interest, his or their employees oi agents, 3i ai i 
person or persons to whom the property may be entrusted (carriers for hire excepted); 
Loss or damage occasioned by the weight of a load exceeding the registered lifting capacity of any machii i 
under the operating conditions at the time of loss; 
Loss by nuclear reaction or nuclear radiation or radioactivel contamination, ai! whether controlled :: 
uncontrolled, and whether such loss be direct or indirect, proximate or remote, or be in whole or in part cause 
by. contributed to, or aggravated by the peril(s) insured against In this policy; however, subject to th 
foregoing and all provisions of this policy, direct loss by fire resulting from nuclear reaction or nuclei 
radiation or radioactive contamination is insured against by thi$ policy; 
Loss or damage caused by or resulting from: (1) hostile or warlike action in time of peace or war, includin 
action in hindering, combating or defending against an actualj impending or expected attack, (a) by an 
government or sovereign power (de jure or de facto), or by any authority maintaining or using military, naval c 
air forces; or (b) by military, naval or air forces; or (c) by an agent of any such government, power, authority c 
forces; (2) any weapon of war employing atomic fission or radioactive force whether in time of peace or war; (; 
insurrection, rebellion, revolution, civil war, usurped power, or;action taken by governmental authority i 
hindering, combating or defending against such an occurrencej seizure or destruction under quarantine c 
customs regulations, confiscation by order of any government or public authority, or risks of contraband c 
illegal transportation or trade, 
(g) 
<h) 
Form G-50454-C 000\)33 
APP-38 
Bcvisod 
Schedule of Goo.1 Enuinoent 
Itea f Peacriatian 
1. *SL Laser Kadc. H v/acosssarics #002015 
2. 79 Case 580 Secfchoe #8972024 
3 . Cat D-S Tractor/Dozer Riper f 46222037 
4. Gardner Denver Cocpressar IC39346 
5. U1213 Portable Crusher Plant *JC4SCTD2200682 
6. Perxn Conveyor Belt Stacker f 03C102 f 121342501E2 
7. 70 Broun Generates: Trlr. Coap. S27ECD25701428 
6. Paygo Model 434N Rustler JtalLer #09-C40 
9* Murphy Scales 14* z 60* 150 v/weights 7 bar assanbly 
13. 1984 ttitgiMf^i KS2B0 v/1^ yd. E^n. Excavator $1012 
11. 950,Cat TrfwTar & 2>\ ft G\le"5r~| 
Total 
Lir l t 
$ 10,000 
24,000 
55,000 
5,000 
220,000 
15,000 
20,000 
10,000 
23,000 
153,000 
125,000 
$S54r000 
This endorsement is a part of your policy and takes effect on the effective date of your policy, unless another ef 
tive date is shown below. 
Mint Be Completed 
EN0T NO POLICY NO 
C//A 
Complete Only When Tim Endorsement Is ^of Prepared *uh the Policy 
Or Is \ot to be Effectne *tth the Poltcx 
ISSUED TO EFFECTIVE DATE O 
THIS ENOORSEMEN 
Countersigned by , 
Authorized Representative 
G30J5 4 
APP-39 
GYA 
LOSS PAYABLE 
IT IS AGREED THAT LOSS, IF ANY, HEREUNDER SHALL BE ^ DJUSTED WITH T»l 
INSURED AND MADE PAYABLE TO THE INSURED AND CTT Corp. 
36 South State Street, SLC, Utah 84111 ^ 
AS THEIR RESP 
iC - Fernoo Oanwsyar Bait Stacker §000102 
t? » 70 Ercwa Generator Trlr. Oaqp. 
AJ. i. OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS REMAIN I UNCHANGED 
18 - Fayno Model 404 N Rustler Roller 
i.B endorsement i s a part of your pol icy and takes effect on rhn e f fect ive d-'e of j i: 
l i c y , unless another e f f e c t i v e date i s ahovn belov. 
ISSUED TO EFFECT. DATE 
THIS ENDRSME 
Countersigned by 00005 
M- l 19 
Authorized R<presentat 
APP-40 
$mr%i»ms~CJ i C//A 
LOSS PAYABLE 
IT IS AGREED THAT LOSS, IF ANY, HEREUNDER'SHALL BE ADJUSTED WITH THE-
INSURED AND MADE PAYABLE TO THE INSURED AND Associated Ccrrorcial /^''"p 
P C K K 151043, SLC, Utah B411S / ' 
AS THEIR RESPECTIVE INTERESTS MAY APPEAR. 
As Rea?ecta tp Xteci f 10 - 19C4 >!itfirjbi*hi 
ALL OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS REMAIN UNCHANGED 
Is endorseaent la a part of your pol icy and takes e f fec t on the e f f ec t ive date of yo 
l i c y , unless another e f f ec t ive date i s shown below. 
ISSUED TO EFFECT. DA 
THIS ENDRS 
Countersigned by 
OOQ 35* 
K-119 
Authorited Represent 
APP-41 
"LOSS PAYABLE 
IT IS AGREED THAT LOSS, IF ANY, HEREUKDER SHALL BE ADJUSTED WITH THE 
INSURED AKD MADE PAYABLE TO THE INSURED AND MteilOT JiacfriiTgr? 
4901 K. 2100 Sooth LLC, Utah P4120 
AS THEIR RESPECTIVE INTERESTS MAY APPEAR^ ' 
hs R e d a c t s t o Tfcaa i l l - 350 Cat LoeStr 
ALL OTHER TERMS KTIITHW. nrr,.!iii; mil W^NGT o 
s endorseoem lk » turn ol your poJ I » and teke& e i ' 
i c y , u n l e s s another e f f e c t i v e date U shown below. 
. l i v e An + r of you 
;DT. KO. POLICY NO. ISSUED TO EFFECT. DAT 
THIS ENDRSH 
Countersigned by O'JOJii 
i ihor1? f d 111 present # 
APP-42 
In consideration of preolua Adjustment, it is hereby agreed Policy is 
amended as follow: 
Part 1 - Damage to Property 
Add Iten 12 to Contractors Equipment - C-30454-C: 
Itea 12: John Deere Farm Tractor #KDL2240 
Limit $6500. 
Sev Total 4 Catastrophe Unit $660,500. 
e 
V 
V 
This erdo'sement is a p a t of your policy and takes effect on the e'f ective date of your policy, unless another effective date is shown below 
| ENDORSEMENT NO. 
IS 
POLICY NO 
CPt O9-20S 76 51 
ISSUED TO 
Carlson Construction 
EFFECTIVE DATE OF CHANGE 
| 8-1-84 
^ A00ITI0NAL0R Z *ETURI 
"35. 
1 SUBSEQUENT ANNIVERSARY 0ATES 
2 5-7-S5 [_3 
PREVIOUS INSTALLMENT 
$8080 $ 
X A001TI0NAL OR Z RETURN 
$46 
[S 
REVISED INSTALLMENT(S) 
$8126 
$ 
INSUMANCI Fmou CWA 
$-6-84 csh Central Bonds & Insurance 
Counters»pned by -
5-7-86 
Authorized AgeTrt 
U 1 ^ ? A 
County of Salt Lake - State of Utah 
TITLE: (*• PARTIES PRESENT) 
/} .
 r - sj 
(YJUZL*** ia-u</hu& > 
< / .v 
/7a/' T^J^p c4z^n > c7? -
A P P
"
4 3
 F.LENO. / ^ J ~ : 2 / ^ / 
COUNSEL: (• COUNSEL PRESENT) 
Ly^ . ^ _ 
: ^ L - /^'g^Oul^ .. 
: ^/- ^ 'JZA^r.X*u£s^» 
CLERK 
HON. ^ • g ^ - g ^ X — 
REPORTER 
DATE: 
BAILIFF 
^
r
'fyu Z ^ ' 
<&- £f-^Usi^S'^£r^> ^^t^^Q 
72OLS^£?-^ 
/* 
ji^-*/ -yv0~y, ^U.g.-U^ t) 
QQ0199 
s£ &L4L**3^t~ f^CuW- €&£, , ^ 0 ; )Q^7PAr,g J OF 
APP-44 
1 r 
HINTZB. BROWN 
FAUST, BLAKESLEY 
AJftfiPHIB 
ATTORNEYS AND 
COUNSELORS AT LAW 
34SO BIGHLAND DRIVE 
S LC, UTAH B4IOS 
(8011 4 a * - 7 6 3 2 
FEB 13 I2 25P" ' ! 
h. 
JAMES R. BLAKESLEY, BAR NO, A0364 
HINTZE, BROWN, FAUST, BLAKESLEY & McPHIE 
AN ASSOCIATION OF ATTORNEYS 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW 
3 4 5 0 HIGHLAND DRIVE 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 8 4 1 0 6 
(801) 4 8 4 - 7 8 3 2 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
CARLSON CONSTRUCTION INC., BECK, 
BECK AND KONYA, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
NATIONAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY 
OF HARTFORD, a Connecticut Corp-
oration, and CNA INSURANCE 
COMPANIES, 
Defendants. 
ORDER 
Civil No. C85-2191 
Judge: James Sawaya 
Plaintiff's and Defendants1 Motions for Summary Judgment or 
the question of insurance coverage came on regularly for hearinc 
before the Honorable James S. Sawaya, one of the Judges of the 
above-entitled Court, on Monday, December 21, 1987, Plaintifl 
appearing by and through its counsel James R. Blakesley and th€ 
Defendants appearing by and through their counsel T.J. Tsakalos 
and the Court having considered the contents of its file, the 
arguments of counsel, and being fully advised in the premises, 
and good cause appearing therefrom; 
OG0200 
HINTZE. BROWN 
FAUST, BLAKESLEY 
&MoP4HS 
ATTORNEYS AND 
COUNSELORS AT LAW 
3450 HIGHLAND DRIVE 
3.L.C.. UTAH 114106 
<80l> 484-7632 
t h e r e f o r e ; 
IIHIRFIRV ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED tlia t P l a i n t i f f 1 s 
loss* ut the 1. -I i ] C a t e r p i i i a i Hut'tui Uradec , l 4 •' J i .ifcerpi L I n ibO 
Load PI iiiiull I'lHii C a t e r p i l l a r 950 I odder Is a c o v e r e d l o s s under 
I n s u r a n c e pu I 11 y NMIIIIK'I 09-20*) 7 fi 5 1 p r o v i d e d by Defendan t , 
N a t i o n a l F i r e I n s u r a n c e I'I iinpriny i il lllai t t o r < I ZH1 ] I. i su rance 
Company and t h e p e r i l is mat, u'xolinli'il 
P l a i n t i f f ' s Motion I or Sumiii-v' Judarne-^ •- q r a n t e d and 
D e f e n d a n t s 1 Motion foi Summary' .luul ...*.. 
DATED t h i s / y day of ffebruar^, 198 8, 
ATTEST ° taV 
H. DIXON HINDLEY, 
*^J\\>~lz>*A / | ,/DTSTOT 
Approved a s t o Bbrnft " 
7. I. /JUU-
JUDGE 
T . J , L / T i IAKALOS 
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct <--.^  uf :. 
foregoing to T.J. Tsakalos, Attorney for Defendants, 650 Clar 
Learning Office Center, 175 South Wpst TempleJ Suite 650, Sal 
Lake City, Utah 84101, postage prepaid, | t^ iis If -Mv ~. 
biSr^iar^, 1988. 
000201 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVtCE 
I hereby c e r t i f y that on July 8, 1988, four true and correct 
copies of the foregoing APPELLANTS' BRIEF were served on the fol lowing 
by depos i t ing same in the United S ta te s mail enclosed in a sealed 
envelope with f i r s t - c l a s s postage thereon f u l l y prepaid and addressed 
as f o l l o w s : 
James R. Blakesley 
3450 Highland Drive 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84109 
T. 'JX TSAKALOS '. 2/. ?!  
I also certify that on July 8f 1988, the original and seven 
copies of the foregoing APPELLANTS' BRIEF were filed with the Clerk 
of the Court of Appeals by hand-delivering same to: 
Clerk 
Utah Court of Appeals 
400 Midtown Plaza 
230 South 500 East 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84102 
1 - CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
